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OUR
HISTORY

At the beginning of the century, E l Septimo launched a life-long 
project: to move away from tradition that limits the quality of the 
world’s m ost i mportant b rands, and i nstead offer consumers 
something new: the best cigars in the world, developed by cigar 
connoisseurs and master blenders. 

Tired o f the same lackluster f lavors, premature stocks, l ow-
level manufacturing, l ack o f detail and quality control, and t he 
widespread downgrade o f Cuban c rops, t he E l Septimo team 
decided to start from the beginning.

tobacco leaf. Boosted by the growing demand for cigars across 
the globe, intensive farming already had a catastrophic effect on 
the stock and depleted soil used by traditional brands. So, it was 

Years of intensive research and visits to arable land around the 
world m ade t he E l Septimo team conclude t hat t hey needed to 
create their own supply from their own plantation. It would be the 
only means to get the standards they had previously agreed upon. 
As a result, the team found the ideal place to begin the process in 
the lush mountains of San Jose, Costa Rica. 
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In San Jose, the unique climate, a ltitude, and fertile soil created 
the perfect t erroir. B y adding t he best seeds to the most g ifted 
producers and winders, El Septimo was born.

While holding a n El Septimo, y ou w ill i nstantly r ecognize t he 
superiority o ver o ther k nown b rands, a s even t he p roduct’s 
packaging exudes El Septimo’s greatness. 

El Septimo was acquired by La Grande Maison Younan Collection 
in M arch o f 2019. The company f ocuses o n luxury p roducts 
and s ervices t hroughout E urope. Z aya S. Y ounan, cigar l over, 
entrepreneur, and Chairman & CEO of La Grande Maison Younan 

friend and immediately decided that he needed to be part of this 
audacious adventure. 

Not only did Younan Collection acquire t he business, but t he 

its objectives, strategies, and production process, thus achieving 
its mission in creating the best cigars in the world. What was once 
just a visionary idea, became an exciting concept of success.

El Septimo is a  name cited in e xclusive groups and i s a brand 

world. El Septimo’s customers often describe the aging cigar as 
having a superb construction, excellent burn with a rich, creamy 
flavor, and a distinctive, yet pleasant aroma. 

retailers, clubs, and lounges. Others will be joining soon, along with 
partnerships such a s the Cannes F ilm Festival, the Goodwood 
Festival, and the Rolls-Royce golf tournament in Dubai. 

“Why El Septimo?” Well, Younan asked that same question when 

El Septimo symbolizes the seventh day of creation in which God 
rested and appreciated H is work. E l Septimo represents the joy 
of living and enjoying the privilege o f being h ere in t his exact 
moment.

Visit our website to place an order with global shipping available, 
for a list of current locations that El Septimo is offered in, and to 
stay up to date on the latest El Septimo news:
www.el-septimo.ch
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OUR CIGARS
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Offering cigar aficionados the quintessential range of flavors, The 
Diamond Collection is blended from a selection of the highest 
quality tobaccos, blended from 5 to 15 year aged tobacco. The 
perfection of this Collection lies in the rigorous selection of its 
wrappers: shiny, dark & stain-free. Slender & long cigars boast 
an impressive cut with a tightened quality, prolonging the creamy 
smoke. Medium & full-bodied cigars have an intense leather 
aroma with a balanced strength, offering a premium range as our 
standard. Cigars are smooth & rich, boasting a range of flavors 
from a sweet marzipan vanilla blend to a bitter roast of walnuts.
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DIAMOND
COLLECTION
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5 to 15 YEARS AGED TOBACCO



BULLET BLACK
DIAMOND

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A short and punchy shot of cigar that bursts with 
flavors. The medium gauge optimizes the aromas 
and concentrates fuller-bodied flavors of roasted 
nuts, earthy spices, and smooth creamy flavors that 
deliver a robust experience. Perfect for pairing with 
coffee.
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RING GAUGE

56

85 3.3
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25
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LENGTH
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DOUBLE SHOT WHITE 
DIAMOND

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Short & imposing, this litter monster is the younger 
brother of the Fabuloso, characterized for having 
direct aromas and strength from the initial light-up. 
With a shiny and greasy wrapper, this cigar arouses 
the taste buds and provokes desire. The powerful 
strength and rich, creamy smoke provide opulent 
aromas of leather, roasted walnuts, and caramel. For 
connoisseurs of large cigars.
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EXCEPCION
ESMERALDA

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

This perfect balance is rich, leathery, and has a 
pleasing bitter sweetness that delivers a fruity 
aroma of milk chocolate, molasses, and orange 
zest. The construction delivers a creamy smoke, 
perfect for pairing with a cappuccino or fine malt.
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RING GAUGE

60

125 4.9
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25

4/5
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FABULOSO
DARK RUBY

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

This cigar is the standard for elegance and beauty, 
representing the high point of the Diamond 
Collection’s range. This is the jewel of the Diamond 
Collection, offering a perfect smoke with sublime 
aromas of roasted almonds, honey, white chocolate, 
licorice, and vanilla. The total absence of bitterness 
leaves you with a medium strength, delivered in 
an indulgent design. Even the most demanding 
aficionado will find something new here.
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RING GAUGE

68

160 6.3

5/5

25

4/5

10

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH



KOLOSSO
AMETHYSTE

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Endowed with an impressive 60’ ring, this cigar has
complex aromas and a controlled strength, creating 
a perfect balance. This perfect late evening cigar’s 
cut, length, and blend creates an elegant and 
exceptional combination. With a controlled strength, 
the complex aromas are not overpowering, but are 
delicate with flavors of smooth leather and dark 
licorice. The profile evolves to sweeter notes of 
licorice, marzipan, and salted caramel. Suitable for 
connoisseurs looking for perfection.
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MIRIFICO
SAPPHIRE

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The greater length prolongs the joy. With the same 
elegance as the Kolosso, this is a slenderer cigar, 
allowing smokers to taste the exceptional cigar 
better. Although the same complex blend, this 
cigar’s aroma and strength is softened, delivering 
a creamy smoke.
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RING GAUGE

58

175 6.9

5/5

25

3/5

10

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH



SHORT DREAM
TOPAZE

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Revisiting the taste values and exact specifications 
of the Luxus Collection, this cigar differs from the 
collection with the unforgiving cut of its wrapper 
leaves, being shiny and dark with no stains and 
possessing a tightening of quality inspections of 
the mixed tobacco. This cigar lights up with a kick 
of flavors and spices, initially awakening you then 
settling to deliver a smooth smoke full of unique 
flavors of earthy spices, leather, dark chocolate, 
and toffee. Pair this with a fine bourbon whiskey or 
luxurious chocolate.
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RING GAUGE

60

105 4.1

4/5

25

5/5

10

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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Known for its vintage tobacco, The Luxus Collection consists of 
11 tobacco lines aged from 5 to 15 years, & matured for a year 
or less. This minimalist Collection includes some of El Septimo’s 
best sellers, such as the X-Trem Shot: the world’s smallest cigar. 
Cigars have a refined aroma with a velvety smoke, and are known 
for their oily and supple dark wrappers. Draws are full & generous
with an easy & gentle light-up, as the fuller-bodied cigars gain 
savor & depth over time. The Collection is known to stimulate one’s 
senses, first relaxing with floral high-notes that lift the smoke, then 
awakening with blends of roasted pine nuts & white chocolate. In 
short, these are sportier cigars for experienced enthusiasts!

EL SEPTIMO CATALOG | LUXUS COLLECTION
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LUXUS
COLLECTION
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5 TO 15 YEARS AGED TOBACCO
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EXCEPCION
RED

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
5 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

RED
SERIES

This blend is the latest addition to the Excepcion 
line, and is only available in limited quantities. With 
a slightly stronger strength than the other cigars, 
this cigar has a flavor profile that evolves during 
its smoke. First possessing a leathery and creamy 
texture to the tongue, the Excepcion Red Cigar ends 
with notes of espresso and coffee. This cigar has 
the perfect balance of a controlled strength and rich, 
flavorsome aroma, and is the perfect pairing to an 
old bourbon or sherry oak whiskey. 

18 El SEPTIMO CATALOG I LUXUS COLLECTION

RING GAUGE
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PRECIOSO
PINK

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Perfect for a quick hit. With a subtle mix of femininity 
and strength, this small cigar maintains the 
traditional characteristics of the Luxus Collection. 
Perfect for pairing with an espresso, the aromas 
relax and awaken you with a creamy and velvety 
blend of roasted cashews, almonds, dark chocolate, 
and woody notes. With a huge presence in the 
beginning, the cigar is an ideal complement to an 
aperitif, to savor with no restraint. 

6 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

PINK
SERIES

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I LUXUS COLLECTION

RING GAUGE

34

105 4.1

4/55/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH

25



SHORT DREAM
AMARILLO 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Hefty and thick, this cigar is the first model with a 
60’ gauge, giving an incomparable burnability and 
balance between aroma and strength. One of the 
latest creations for El Septimo, this cigar is perfect 
for connoisseurs craving a great density. 

6 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

AMARILLO
SERIES
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PRECIOSO 
AMARILLO 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A mixture of femininity and strength, with a large 
presence of flavors. An easy ignit ion characterizes 
this small cigar. This cigar is the perfect complement 
to an aperitif. 

6 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

AMARILLO
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

34

105 4.1

4/55/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH

25



EXCEPCION
AMARILLO

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

An elegant cigar with an intense combustibility, 
this impressive cut offers an elegance from its first 
puff, along with a great burn ability and pleasant 
lubrication. 

6 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

AMARILLO
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

60

125 4.9

5/5

25

4/5

10

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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FLAMINGO
AMARILLO

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A small, classic cigar that offers an excellent 
combustion with a more mild strength. This cigar 
has an incredibly silky Maduro wrapper, providing 
an excellent burn with a withdrawn strength. An 
abundant volume of smoke appears due to the 
cigar’s smooth structure, providing a lovely aromatic 
range. This cigar epitomizes consistency 
and suppileness.

6 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

AMARILLO
SERIES

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I LUXUS COLLECTION

RING GAUGE

52

120 5.0

3/53/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH

25



X’TREM
SHOT

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

El Septimo’s Best Seller. Though atypical from 
the world of cigar smokers, this little cigar gives 
a moment of intense pleasure from first being 
lit. Flavors and immediate strength are its main 
characteristics, as it must be hand lit with precaution. 
A great cigar for a smoker in a hurry. 

7 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

GREEN
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

56

55 2.2

5/5

25

5/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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SMALL
IMPACT

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Developed in the same spirit as its younger brother, 
the X-TREM Shot, this cigar has a complexity of 
aromas and strength, with a short burn time to 
appreciate all the prevalent characteristics. A joy 
for 20 minutes.

7 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

GREEN
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

56

55 2.2

4/53/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH

25



REBELDE 
BLUE

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A cigar of an ideal size, this piece finds its balance 
in the rich Cuban range with a wide and almost-
nocturnal wrapper from the 2007 vintage. It is 
easily lit, with a gentle light-up. The herbaceous 
aromas embellish the first puffs, as they soon open 
and assert a hardened flavor with cedar and bark-
planted tips The strength arises to a crescendo, 
gaining depth, density, and strength, particularly at 
the end. A voluptuous and invigorating model for 
connoisseurs. 

8 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

BLUE
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

54

145 5.7

4/54/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH

25
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BULLET
BLUE

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

For connoisseurs seeking short and striking 
sensations, this short gordito will thrill them. An 
icebreaker, this cigar awakens any drowsy taste 
buds, not having enough time to tone ,itself down. 
With a belligerent and plump model, flavors appear 
as soon as the cigar is lit, giving short but intense 
moments of pleasure. 

8 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

BLUE
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

56

85 3.3

3/5

25

4/5

10

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH



SMALL SABOR
BLUE

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A traditional cigar with a very gradual light-up 
due to its structure. The structure increases with 
force as the ventilation heightens and the flame 
expands. The cigar develops more roundness 
mid-way through the smoke, with the last third of 
the smoke being truly delightful, showcasing the 
model’s generosity. In short, very subtle but hearty 
at the end. 

8 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

BLUE
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

54

90 3.5

4/52/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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FLAMINGO
BLUE

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A small, classic cigar that offers an excellent 
combustion with a more mild strength. This cigar 
has an incredibly silky Maduro wrapper, providing 
an excellent burn with a withdrawn strength. An 
abundant volume of smoke appears due to the cigar’s 
smooth structure, providing a lovely aromatic range. 
This cigar epitomizes consistency and suppileness.

8 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

BLUE
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

52

120 5.0

3/53/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH

25



LONG SHOT 
BLACK

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

An impressive cut, this cigar has a clear elegance 
from the first puff, with a real burnability and 
pleasant lubrication. On one end, this cigar has 
punchy flavors and a notable presence, and on 
the other. it is elegant with refined aromas. This 
blend is achieved by carefully combining 9 years 
of aged tobacco to deliver an experience that truly 
stimulates the senses. This cigar lures you in from 
the first draw, as it is an elegant, eclectic, and dense 
model. 

9 YEARS AGED TOBACCO

BLACK
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

68

130 5.1

5/53/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH

10
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EXCEPCION
BLACK

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

An elegant cigar with an intense combustibility, 
this impressive cut offers an elegance from its first 
puff, along with a great burn ability and pleasant 
lubrication. 

9 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

BLACK
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

60

125 4.9

5/5

25

4/5

10

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH



EXCEPCION 
LIGHT 

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Rolled using the oldest, rarest, and most exquisite 
vintage tobaccos and aged for a minimum of 9 
years, this blend is the most unique and elegant in 
the Luxus Collection. With a rich and oily wrapper, 
flavors evolve into a bitter-sweet blend of roasted 
almonds, pine nuts, and white chocolate topped 
with floral high notes that lift the smoke. 

10 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

WHITE
SERIES
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RING GAUGE
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125 4.9

5/5

25

2/5

10

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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KOLOSSO
WHITE

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

An impressive cut for this cigar, a clear elegance from 
the first puffs, combined with a real “burnability”, 
with a very pleasant lubricated side. At the same 
time, it lures you in with its many features, in one 
single draw. An elegant, eclectic and dense model 
that you’ll find hard to let go of. 

10 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

WHITE 
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

60

130 5.1

5/5

25

3/5

10

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH



BOMBA 
ORANGE

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The tobacco is aged more than 15 years. Before 
lighting, the smooth and leathery texture will excite 
your senses. Once lit. the aficionado will discover 
subtle flavors that are delicate on the palate. Both 
complexity and balance set the Bomba apart and 
please the most refined and demanding aficionados. 

15 YEARS AGED TOBACCO 

ORANGE 
SERIES
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RING GAUGE

60

150 5.9

5/53/5

MM INCHES

LENGTH

BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH

10
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The Travel Time Collection features the limited edition Paris & 
New York Cigars, giving tribute to the most famous cities in the 
world. Both cigars are wrapped in a dark Maduro & oily cape, and 
are blended with a complex balance of tobacco. Medium-bodied 
cigars consist of short-filler leaves & undergo a lengthy process 
that darkens and flavors the leaf. This long fermentation process 
allows the wrappers to achieve an intense color & flavor, resulting 
in a soft and light sweetness, with a woody fragrance & spicy taste. 
Cigars maintain an unblemished cover quality over years of aging. 

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I  TRAVEL TIME COLLECTION
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TRAVEL TIME
COLLECTION

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I  TRAVEL TIME COLLECTION

5 YEARS AGED TOBACCO
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PARIS
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

This cigar has a beautiful Maduro and oily cape with 
a complex balance of high-quality tobaccos. 
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RING GAUGE

56

55 2.2

5/55/5

15
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BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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NEW YORK
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

A cigar with a very pleasant and regular draw, this 
starts as pleasant and soft with light notes that 
remain consistent with a woody fragrance and spicy 
taste.  
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RING GAUGE
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105 4.1

3/53/5
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LEBANON 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

This limited-edition cigar is available in limited 
quantities for a limited time only. With an oily Maduro 
wrapper, the Lebanon has a mixture of leaves that 
have undergone lengthy fermentation to darken the 
unblemished tobacco leaves as well as provide a 
smooth, light and consistent draw throughout the 
entire smoke. 
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RING GAUGE

54

130 5
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15
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BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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42 El SEPTIMO CATALOG I ALEXANDRA COLLECTION 

El Septimo’s latest line that has gained worldwide media 
coverage. Cigars are designed and blended exclusively for women 
after intensive market research, testing, & blending techniques, 
fitting women’s preferences in regards to flavor, size, strength, 
smoothness, aroma, & combustion. The Collection offers light to 
mild products, as the lightest leaf from each vintage is chosen. 
Smokes offer an experience that changes flavors, ranging from 
woody & intense with a distinct oak & tea hlend, to a mild caramel 
sweetness with a pleasing, but not overpowering, aroma. Although 
exclusively designed for women, The Alexandra Collection can be 
enjoyed by all who are passionate for fine cigars. 
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ALEXANDRA
COLLECTION

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I ALEXANDRA COLLECTION 

5 YEARS AGED TOBACCO
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COCO
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

This cigars packs a mellow-mild streng,th in a 
smaller gauged cigar. With a creamy cedar flavor 
and a nice floral burn, the Coco Cigar radiates 
woodsy notes of spiced graham cracker. cocoa, 
and brown sugar. 
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RING GAUGE
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BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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MARILYN 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

This medium strength cigar has a slightly bigger ring 
gauge, making it the perfect smoke for women who 
enjoy a slow burn and an even draw. With a delicious 
blend of molasses, coffee, and nutmeg, the Marilyn 
provides a buttery texture to the palate with a flavor 
profile of musky spices. 
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RING GAUGE
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130 5.1
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MM INCHES
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BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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The Gilgamesh Collection is El Septimo’s latest addition, and 
offers the first 50 gauge cigars part of the brand. Symbolizing 
one of the oldest stories written into existence based on the 
historical records of Assyrian King Gilgamesh, this collection 

provides a unique tasting experience while focusing on the 
strength,  flavor, aroma, and combustion of the cigar. Offering 

both medium bodied and full bodied cigars, these cigars’ burns 
last for a long period of time, while possessing a milder light-up 
than the traditional El Septimo Cigar, resulting in a gradual pace 

with the perfect balance between thickness and length. 

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I GILGAMESH COLLECTION
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GILGAMESH
COLLECTION

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I GILGAMESH COLLECTION
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AQUA ANU 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

This cigar is beautifully constructed with a dark and 
oily Maduro wrapper. Before light-up, you will get 
instant hits of a cedar aroma that evolves into 
scents of pine nuts and white pepper. As the smoke 
burns, soft flavors of coffee and light cream notes 
find a presence with an even ash, despite very little 
rotating! As an impressive ash builds, the medium-
bodied cigar leaves you with a pleasant after-taste 
on the tongue and roof of your mouth, fully engaging 
your”seventh sense’.’ 
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RING GAUGE
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150 6
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BOX OF

AROMASTRENGTH
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SABLE SHAMASH 
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

This full-bodied cigar has a dark and oily Maduro 
wrapper with delicious hints of earthy espresso on 
the wrapper. This cigar creates a nice plume of white 
smoke upon the initial light-up, while exuding flavors 
of black pepper. As you smoke the cigar, flavors 
greatly mellow into a mild profile of cocoa powder 
and espresso beans with leather notes. However, 
the final flavor profile ends with a spicy kick of chili 
flakes and black pepper, leaving your taste buds 
excited and craving for more. 
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5 TO 15 YEARS AGED TOBACCO

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I  DISCOVERY COLLECTION

DISCOVERY 
COLLECTION
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GOLD EDITION
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Consisting of four cigars, the Gold Edition offers the 
perfect El Septimo sampling experience for beginner 
smokers looking to jump in and explore the large range 
of blends that El Septimo offers:

•Short Dream Amarillo 
•Bullet Blue
•Paris
•Sable Shamash

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I  DISCOVERY COLLECTION

4

BOX OF
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PLATINUM EDITION
TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Consisting of three cigars, the Platinum Edition 
offers the perfect El Septimo sampling experience 
for experienced connoisseurs looking to try some of 
El Septimo’s most coveted & complex blends, aged 
for a minimum of ten years.

•Bomba Orange 
•Kolosso Amethyst 
•Excepcion White

El SEPTIMO CATALOG I  DISCOVERY COLLECTION

3

BOX OF
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Visit our website to place an order with global shipping available, for a list of current locations
that El Septimo is offered in, and to stay up to date on the latest El Septimo news:

www.el-septimo.ch

An establishment of La Grand Maison Younan Collection


